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Attorney Eric D. Dakhari of Archer P.C. delivered a lecture on medical malpractice law as part of a continuing

legal education (CLE) seminar at the New Jersey Association for Justice’s annual Boardwalk Seminar last month

in Atlantic City, N.J.

Mr. Dakhari, an Associate in the Firm’s Medical & Personal Injury Services Practice Group, spoke to fellow

attorneys on “The Af�davit of Merit Statute: Selecting Quali�ed Experts.” Af�davit of Merit statutes require

someone who sues a medical professional for malpractice to provide a sworn statement from an expert in the

relevant �eld stating there is a reasonable probability that the conduct of the professional being sued deviated

from accepted standards.

Mr. Dakhari concentrates his practice on personal injury litigation in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. His

experience includes participation in cases resulting in multi-million settlements, including a case on behalf of a

client that suffered severe intestinal injury from a delayed diagnosis, and a case on behalf of a client injured in a

�rearms accident.

The New Jersey Association for Justice (NJAJ) is a statewide association of legal professionals and law students

that works to preserve and strengthen laws for safer products and workplaces, a cleaner environment and

quality health care. The NJAJ provides ongoing legal education to attorneys and educates consumers about their

rights under the law.

Archer PC is a full-service regional law �rm with more than 200 lawyers and eight of�ces in Haddon�eld, Hackensack,

Princeton and Flemington, N.J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; New York, N.Y.; and Wilmington and Georgetown, Del. The Firm has been

serving Fortune 100 clients, small to medium-sized businesses and individuals for more than 80 years. Each of�ce provides

full-service litigation and transactional capabilities in nearly every area of law including corporate, estate & trust, family &

matrimonial, labor & employment, litigation, medical & personal injury and real estate services. For more information, visit

www.archerlaw.com. 
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